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a certain amount of work has gone into the f-22
lightning 3, and the amount of effort puts it in
the top 25 flight sims. while the game is very
basic, it is also very well put together. game

play is more challenging than you might expect.
you won't be able to just jump into online play

without some adjustment to your throttle
position, airspeed, and air/landing position. the

first mission is also challenging, but it is not
difficult to get the hang of the controls and how
the actual f-22 handles and flight dynamics. the

online play is a mixed bag. while some of the
missions are quite challenging, you can also
quickly breeze through them. there is also a

small amount of lag. the game has been
completed for some time, but there are some
issues with connecting online. novalogic has

come a long way with the multiplayer
capabilities since f-22 lightning 1, and although
the online play is not without its issues, it is the

best multiplayer experience available for the
switch. with that being said, the most important
thing about f-22 lightning 3 is the community.
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this is an online first-person game with 128
players. there are many challenges and

missions. the missions take place on maps that
are smaller than in many other flight sims, but

they are not too small. the missions are
between 4 and 7 missions long. unlike many

other flight sims where your view is blocked by
the cockpit walls and you can't see what is

going on, f-22 lightning 3 is fairly unique in that
you can see everything that is going on. not

only that, but you can hear everything that is
going on. this gives a greater sense of realism

and immersion. you can also see the other
pilot's head, and if you are flying in formation

you can see the canopy of your wingman. when
you are flying alone, you can see yourself and
the landscape. the game is quite interesting in
that you can take off and land in any position,

allowing you to do things like barrel rolls,
swerves, and evasive maneuvers. this makes
the game a very unique experience. the game

also features a very original story, and while the
story may not appeal to everyone, it is a great
way to inject some originality and fun into your

flight sim. this is an online-only game, which
means that players cannot play together offline.
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the game features a headset for voice
communication, as well as a multiplayer

function, which lets you play with up to 16 other
people. f-22 lightning 3 requires a mouse and

keyboard. if you have a controller, it is not
necessary. if you want to get the best

experience from this game, it is recommended
that you use a controller to avoid missing any
button presses. the game features a single-

player campaign mode, a multiplayer mode, a
cooperative mode, and a competitive mode.
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